Report on Outcomes – AKE: A Critical Feminist Arts/Research Workshop

Affect, Knowledge and Embodiment (AKE): A Critical Feminist Arts/Research Workshop
Thursday 21st November 2019, 12-4pm

Background: Funding for this workshop was sought by PhD Candidate Nicole Molyneux,
from the ANU School of Sociology, who is passionate about creative research methods and
spreading the word at the Australian National University. Ms Molyneux had previously
attended the workshop in Melbourne as an Honours student and endeavoured to bring it to
Canberra. This workshop was generously funded by the ANU Gender Institute and the
School of Sociology.
Project description: The #AKEzine workshop is a series of creative workshops run by Dr
Ashleigh Watson (Griffith University), Dr Laura Rodriguez Castro (Griffith University) and
Samantha Trayhurn (Western Sydney University). In this workshop, we explored ways of
practically extending critical and feminist social research with art, specifically photography,
sociological fiction and zine making.
The workshop involved talks on participatory visual methods, sociological fiction and zine
making, followed by a practical workshop in which participants collaboratively
experimented with each of these methods to explore themes of affect, knowledge, and
embodiment. As a result, we produced a zine, or a ‘curated sociology’, of photography,
research writing and fiction interventions, which was published by Frances St Press.
Speakers: Dr Ashleigh Watson is a Resident Adjunct Research Fellow with the Griffith Centre
for Social and Cultural Research. She is the creator and editor of So Fi Zine, the Fiction Editor
of The Sociological Review, and Secretary of The Australian Sociological Association;
Dr Laura Rodriguez Castro is a Resident Adjunct Research Fellow with the Griffith Centre for
Social and Cultural Research. Her doctoral research was a visual participatory project with
rural women in Colombia embedded in feminist and decolonial epistemologies. She
combines her research practice working as a freelance writer and photographer, and is
involved in community activism; and
Samantha Trayhurn is undertaking a Doctor of Creative Arts at Western Sydney University as
part of the ARC funded Other Worlds: Forms of World Literature project. Her work has
appeared in Overland, Westerly, LiNQ Journal, eTropic, Hecate and others. She is the creator
and editor of Pink Cover Zine.
Impact: This event achieved excellent outcomes, as expected. Due to its innovative nature,
this event has previously filled up with an extensive waiting list. Our event was no exception
– we were at capacity with twenty people in attendance from all different levels of
academia, including Masters Students, PhD Candidates, senior researchers and retired
scholars. At least fourteen participants were associated with the ANU and we had some
visitors from the University of Canberra, University of Sydney and the University of NSW.
Participants provided extremely positive feedback about the workshop as they enjoyed
seeking new insights in to creative and artistic methods. The interactive element was
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particularly enjoyable, as participants had the opportunity to contribute their creative works
to a zine published by Francis St Press.
Not only was hosting the #AKEzine workshop an opportunity to support and encourage the
use of creative and participatory research methods across the ANU, it was also an
opportunity for feminist scholars to network, collaborate and share knowledge across
Colleges and other universities. The most exciting outcome of this workshop was the
collective process of producing an academic zine, a material artefact that participants can
share with their families, friends, colleagues and the broader community.
All in all, the workshop achieved what it set out to do.
Social media: The event was Tweeted under the hashtag #akezine
A note of thanks: This event was generously funded by the ANU Gender Institute and the
ANU School of Sociology. Thank you to the Gender Institute Management Committee for
enthusiastically awarding this grant and the ANU School of Sociology for supporting this
event as well. Lastly, many thanks to Liliana Oyarzun, Martin Heskins and Mitiana Arbon for
your administrative support.
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WORKSHOP

Affect, Knowledge and Embodiment:
A Critical Feminist Arts/
Research Workshop Series
Thursday 21 November 12.00pm – 4.00pm
Featuring
Dr Ashleigh Watson
Dr Laura Rodriguez Castro
Samantha Trayhurn
Location
ANU Sir Roland Wilson Building
Lady Wilson Room
120 McCoy Circuit
Canberra, ACT 2600

More information
Participants must register:
sociology.anu.edu.au; or
http://bit.ly/314tHU2

In this workshop, we explore ways of practically
extending critical and feminist social research with art
– specifically photography, sociological fiction
and zine making. These arts practices are
valuable for opening up how we critically
explore, analyse, collaborate on, and share
experiences and understandings of the
social world.
The workshop will involve talks on
participatory visual methods, sociological
fiction, and zine making. Following these talks
is a practical workshop, where participants
will collaboratively experiment with each
of these methods to explore themes of
affect, knowledge, and embodiment.
We will produce a zine on the day, a
‘curated sociology’ of photography,
research writing and fiction
interventions, to be published
with Frances St Press.
This workshop will be suitable for Honours,
Masters and PhD students, and established
social researchers interested in a practical
introduction to these arts/research
methods. Participants do not need prior
experience in these practices –
just enthusiasm!
This event has been generously funded by the
ANU Gender Institute and the ANU School of
Sociology.
Places are limited! If the event is full and you would like to be placed on the
waiting list, please contact: nicole.molyneux@anu.edu.au

Presented by

A Critical Feminist Arts/Research Workshop Series (and zine!) brought to you by
Dr Ashleigh Watson, Dr Laura Rodriguez Castro, and Samantha Trayhurn.

School of
Sociology
ANU College of
Arts & Social
Sciences

For more information about the AKE zine series, please visit:
francesstreetpress.com/ake-zine

